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ABSTRACT
During crowded events, cellular networks face voice and data
traffic volumes that are often orders of magnitude higher
than what they face during routine days. Despite the use of
portable base stations for temporarily increasing communi-
cation capacity and free Wi-Fi access points for offloading
Internet traffic from cellular base stations, crowded events
still present significant challenges for cellular network oper-
ators looking to reduce dropped call events and improve In-
ternet speeds. For effective cellular network design, manage-
ment, and optimization, it is crucial to understand how cel-
lular network performance degrades during crowded events,
what causes this degradation, and how practical mitigation
schemes would perform in real-life crowded events. This pa-
per makes a first step towards this end by characterizing
the operational performance of a tier-1 cellular network in
the United States during two high-profile crowded events
in 2012. We illustrate how the changes in population dis-
tribution, user behavior, and application workload during
crowded events result in significant voice and data perfor-
mance degradation, including more than two orders of mag-
nitude increase in connection failures. Our findings suggest
two mechanisms that can improve performance without re-
sorting to costly infrastructure changes: radio resource allo-
cation tuning and opportunistic connection sharing. Using
trace-driven simulations, we show that more aggressive re-
lease of radio resources via 1-2 seconds shorter RRC time-
outs as compared to routine days helps to achieve better
tradeoff between wasted radio resources, energy consump-
tion, and delay during crowded events; and opportunistic
connection sharing can reduce connection failures by 95%
when employed by a small number of devices in each cell
sector.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.3 [Computer System Organization]: Computer Com-
munication Networks—Network Operations
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1. INTRODUCTION
Crowded events, such as football games, public demon-

strations, and political protests, put an extremely high
demand for communication capacity on cellular networks
around the duration of the events [5]. Cellular networks are
facing unprecedent challenges in dealing with such spiky de-
mand. First, cellular network utilization has already been
rapidly approaching its full capacity throughout the world
due to the increasing prevalence of cellular devices such as
smartphones, tablets, and Machine-to-Machine (M2M) de-
vices. Even in the United States, cellular network usage
is at an all-time high even under normal operating condi-
tions and projections show that traffic volume will further
increase by 26 times by 2015 as compared to 2010 [3, 4].
Second, the spiky demand caused by crowded events is of-
ten extremely high because there maybe a large number (of-
ten tens of thousands) of users gathered in a small region
(such as a football stadium) that is covered by only a small
number of cell towers. Even worse, people tend to use their
cellular devices more than usual during the events to either
talk with their friends or access the Internet (such as upload-
ing a photo to Facebook or a video clip to YouTube during
a football game). Third, it is critical for cellular networks
to cope with such high demand during crowded events be-
cause poor performance will affect a large number of people
and cause widespread user dissatisfaction. Although cellular
network operators have deployed remediation solutions, such
as portable base stations called Cells on Wheels (COWs) for
temporarily increasing communication capacity and free Wi-
Fi access points for offloading Internet traffic from cellular
base stations, crowded events still remain a major challenge
for cellular network operators.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first
thorough investigation of cellular network performance dur-
ing crowded events. Based on the real-world voice and data
traces that we collected from a tier-1 cellular network in
the United States during two high-profile crowded events in
2012, we aim to answer the following three key questions.

• How does cellular network performance degrade
during crowded events as compared to routine days?
To answer this question, we characterize cellular network
performance during both the pre- and post-connection
phases, which helps us to understand user experience be-
fore and after acquiring radio resources. For pre-connection
phase, we find that pre-connection failures dramatically in-
crease during the crowded events by 100-5000 times as com-
pared to their average on routine days. These failures oc-
cur because when too many users attempt to acquire ra-
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dio resources at the same time, they exhaust the limited
bandwidth of the signaling channel resulting in connection
timeouts and failures. We find that this resource exhaustion
occurs not only at the event venue, but also as far as 10
miles around the event as users arrive and depart. More-
over, some failures, such as dropped and blocked voice calls,
are most likely to occur in bursts just before, after, and dur-
ing event intermissions. For post-connection phase, we find
that voice network performance in terms of dropped and
blocked calls degrades during crowded events by 7-30 times,
and data network performance in terms of packet loss ratio
and round trip time (RTT) degrades during crowded events
by 1.5-7 times, compared to their average on routine days.

• What causes the performance degradation?
To answer this question, we analyze user traffic patterns in
terms of both aggregate network load and user-level session
characteristics. For aggregate network load, we find that up-
link traffic volume increases by 4-8 times, and both downlink
traffic volume and the number of users increase by 3 times,
during the crowded events as compared to their average on
routine days. We conclude that the large number of users
trying to access radio resources at the same time is a ma-
jor cause of the observed excessive pre-connection failures.
For user-level session characteristics, we find that the aver-
age byte volume per session decreases by 0.5 times during
the events even though the average session length increases.
Our investigation suggests that this change in workload is
due to a change in application usage during these events,
such as the increased use of online social networks. We con-
clude that lower byte volume per session, despite an increase
in average session length, is a major cause of the waste of
radio resources in the post-connection phase.

• How would practical mitigation schemes perform
in real-life?
To answer this question, we investigate two practical mitiga-
tion schemes that do not require making significant changes
to the cellular infrastructure: radio resource allocation tun-
ing and opportunistic connection sharing. Radio resource
allocation tuning addresses the issue of inefficient radio re-
source allocation in the post-connection phase by adjusting
cellular network resource allocation parameters. Cellular
networks allocate resources to each user using a Radio Re-
source Control (RRC) state machine, which is synchronously
maintained by the network and devices. Different states of
the RRC state machine correspond to different amount of
radio resources allocated by the network and energy con-
sumption by cellular devices. Since a large number of users
contend for limited radio resources during crowded events,
we show that more aggressive release of radio resources via
1-2 seconds shorter RRC timeouts helps to achieve a better
tradeoff between wasted radio resources, energy consump-
tion, and delay during crowded events. Note that cellular
network operators often know the time and location of large
crowded events beforehand; thus, it is practical for them
to adjust cellular network parameters before events and re-
store them after events. Opportunistic connection sharing
addresses increased pre-connection failures by aggregating
traffic from multiple devices into a single cellular connec-
tion. That is, by having some devices share their cellular
connection with nearby devices over their Wi-Fi or Blue-
tooth interface (i.e., “tethering”), opportunistic connection
sharing should reduce the number of overall cellular connec-
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Figure 1: Cellular network architecture

tion requests, thereby reducing request congestion and con-
nection failures. Using trace-driven simulations, we show
that connection sharing can reduce connection failures by
more than 95% when employed by a small number of devices
in each cell sector. Although much work has been done on
opportunistic connection sharing to address issues such as
mobility, energy use, and incentives [1,11,17], no prior work
has demonstrated the significant benefit that such connec-
tion sharing can achieve based on real-life cellular network
data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we present details of the data collection process. Section
3 presents the characterization of performance issues during
the crowded events and Section 4 presents various aspects
of user traffic patterns to study the underlying causes of
performance issues. We conduct trace-driven simulations to
evaluate radio network parameter tuning and opportunistic
connection sharing in Section 5. Section 6 reviews related
work and the paper is concluded in Section 7.

2. DATA SET

2.1 Background
A typical cellular network, shown in Figure 1, can be vi-

sualized as consisting of two major components: Radio Ac-
cess Network (RAN) and Core Network (CN). RAN consists
of NodeBs and Radio Network Controllers (RNCs). Each
NodeB has multiple antennas, where each antenna corre-
sponds to a different cell sector. CN consists of Serving
GPRS Support Nodes (SGSNs) facing the user and Gate-
way GPRS Support Nodes (GGSNs) facing the Internet and
other external networks. A user via user equipment (UE)
connects to one or more cell sectors in the RAN. The traffic
generated by a UE is sent to the corresponding NodeB by
cell sectors. Each RNC controls and exchanges traffic with
multiple NodeBs, each of which serves many users in its cov-
erage area. RNCs manage control signaling such as Radio
Access Bearer (RAB) assignments, transmission scheduling,
and handovers. RNCs send traffic from NodeBs to SGSNs,
which then send it to GGSNs. GGSNs eventually send traf-
fic to external networks, such as the Internet.

RAN dynamically allocates resources to a UE. Specifically,
every UE negotiates allocation of radio resources with the
RAN based on a wide range of factors, such as available
radio resources and signal strength [7]. Every UE follows
the RRC protocol for dynamic acquisition and dropping of
radio resources. The RRC state machine of each user is
synchronously maintained by the UE and network. Differ-
ent states in the RRC state machine correspond to different
amounts of allocated radio resources by the network and en-
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ergy consumption by UEs. Figure 2 shows all RRC protocol
state transitions. According to RRC protocol, a UE transi-
tions to Dedicated Channel (DCH) state or Forward Access
Channel (FACH) state for uplink or downlink data trans-
fer. RAN assigns a dedicated or shared channel for DCH
and FACH states, respectively. If a UE does not have any
data to transfer, it transitions to Paging Channel (PCH)
state before the transition to IDLE state. Generally, state
promotions are controlled by data buffer size thresholds and
state demotions are controlled by inactivity timeouts. Fur-
thermore, the energy consumption by a UE is roughly in-
versely proportional to the amount of allocated radio re-
sources. The energy consumption by a UE is maximum in
DCH state, which is about halved when it transitions to
FACH state, and is reduced to less than 1/100th in PCH
and IDLE states [20].

2.2 Data Collection
The data set used in this study contains anonymized logs

collected from RAN and CN of a tier-1 cellular network in
the United States serving over 100 million customers. Our
data set consists of two separate collections, each covering a
metropolitan area during a high-profile event in 2012. The
collections include information from hundreds of thousands
of users and thousands of cell locations over multiple days in-
cluding the event days. The first event, referred to as Event
A hereafter, is a sporting event that consists of two segments
of activities separated by an intermission. The second event,
referred to as Event B hereafter, is a conference event that
consists of multiple segments of activities separated by inter-
missions of varying lengths. In terms of publicly available
attendance statistics, event A is roughly twice the size of
event B. The activity segments in both events are illustrated
by gray bars in all timeseries figures presented in this paper.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that free Wi-Fi service was
provided to all users during both of the events to offload as
much cellular network traffic as possible. However, we do
not have measurements on the network traffic that was of-
floaded to these Wi-Fi services; thus, we acknowledge that
our results may be biased by this offloading.

The anonymized logs collected at an RNC in RAN con-
tain throughput and RRC protocol request/response infor-
mation. Using RRC requests from UEs and responses from
the RNC, the RAB status of all UEs can be monitored. The
anonymized logs collected from the CN contain TCP header
information of IP flows carried in PDP context tunnels.
They are collected from the Gn interfaces between SGSNs
and GGSNs in the core network. They contain timestamp,
per-flow traffic volume, content publisher, RTT computed
during TCP handshake [13], and estimated packet loss ratio

for each TCP flow aggregated in 5 minute bins. All de-
vice and user identifiers (e.g., IMSI, IMEI) are anonymized
to protect privacy without affecting the usefulness of our
analysis. The data set does not permit the reversal of the
anonymization or re-identification of users. We note that
logs collected at RNCs encompass both voice and data traf-
fic, whereas logs collected from the CN contain only data
traffic information.

Next, we characterize performance issues during the afore-
mentioned two high-profile events in Section 3. To study the
underlying causes of the identified performance issues, we
then correlate network performance with various aspects of
user traffic patterns in Section 4. Throughout, we present re-
sults of the event day in relation to a routine day for baseline
comparison. We normalize the actual measurement values
by their mean values on the routine day (unless stated oth-
erwise); our results thus effectively represent how the event
differs from routine conditions. We omit absolute numbers
from some non-normalized plots due to proprietary reasons.

3. CHARACTERIZING PERFORMANCE
ISSUES

Generally speaking, a user’s experience about network
performance can be divided into two phases. The pre-
connection phase is characterized by the UE attempting to
establish a connection with the cellular network, or in other
words establishing a RAB. In this phase, the user waits for
connection establishment, while not being able to exchange
traffic at this time. The post-connection phase starts after a
RAB is assigned. In this phase, user experience is related to
more traditional voice call performance metrics such as call
drop and block rate or end-to-end TCP performance met-
rics, such as delay and packet loss. Below, we separately
discuss both pre- and post-connection network performance
experienced by users during both events.

3.1 Pre-connection Network Performance
Users may experience difficulty in establishing RABs in

the pre-connection phase due to a wide variety of reasons.
Every time a request to allocate more radio resources is de-
nied by the RNC, a RRC failure and its underlying reason
is logged by our measurement apparatus. In our analysis,
we study the logs of various types of RRC failures that are
collected at the RNC. Each type of RRC failure corresponds
to a specific problem in the cellular network operation. The
3 most common types of failures observed in our data set
are the following.

1. Radio link setup failures occur when a user’s request to
setup a radio link is not served due to poor RF channel
quality, which is often caused by increased interference.

2. Radio link addition failures occur when a user’s request
to add a radio link to an existing radio connection for
soft handovers is denied.

3. Too many serving cell users indicates blocking for new
users which results when all available RABs are occu-
pied by existing users.

Figure 3 plots the timeseries of the most common types of
RRC failures on the event and routine days for both events.
We observe that RRC failures increase sharply on the event
days, whereas they are negligible (and steady) on the rou-
tine days for both events. For both events, RRC failures
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Figure 3: (Normalized) Timeseries of common types of RRC failures
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Figure 4: RRC failure ratios plotted as a function of distance to the venue and for time intervals before,
during, and after the event

start occurring around noon and generally reach their peak
either just before or during the event. Specifically, radio link
addition failures peak at more than 700x their average on
the routine day for event A and too many serving cell users
peak at more than 5000x their average on the routine day
for event B.

The nature of RRC failures for both events indicates that
their potential root cause is high network load and conges-
tion due to a large number of competing users at cell sector
level. Therefore, we next analyze RRC failures at cell sector
level before, during, and after the events as a function of
distance from the venue. Figure 4 shows the scatter plots
between the distance of cell sectors from the venue (in miles)
and the ratio of the number of RRC failures on the event

day to that on the routine day. The horizontal dashed line
at y = 1 is a reference for the data points where RRC fail-
ures on the event and routine days are equal. So the data
points above the reference line represent cell sectors that
have more RRC failures on the event day than the routine
day. Likewise, the data points below the reference line rep-
resent cell sectors that have less RRC failures on the event
day than the routine day. Both x- and y-axes are converted
to logarithmic scale for the sake of clarity. Note that there
are many cell sectors equidistant from the venue, especially
those cell sectors that are close to the venue. These cell sec-
tors are mounted at the same cell tower but face different
directions, and have different tilt angles and frequencies.
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Figure 5: (Normalized) Voice performance measurements

Overall, we observe that cell sectors closer to the venue
have 2-3 orders of magnitude more RRC failures on the event
day than the routine day. The RRC failure ratios progres-
sively decrease as the distance of cell sectors to the venue
increases. For both events, we observe interesting dynam-
ics across the scatter plots for time intervals before, during,
and after the event. For event A, we observe that the fail-
ure ratios generally increase by 2-3 orders of magnitude for
cell sectors less than half a mile from the venue through-
out the event day. In contrast, for the cell sectors that are
far from the venue, their failure ratios drop during the event
and jump by 1-2 orders of magnitude after the event finishes.
The aforementioned observations can be linked to the sport-
ing nature of event A, where people swarm the venue before
and during the event, creating a void in surrounding areas.
The post-event jump in the failure ratio is likely correlated
with most people leaving the venue and using their devices
to share their experience with others via voice calls or social
network posts (we show later in this section that the ob-
served user activity supports this hypothesis). We observe
similar trends for event B as well; however, the post-event
jump in the failure ratio is clearly visible only for cells within
1 mile of the venue. For these reasons, while characterizing
user network traffic in the next section, we focus our atten-
tion on the cell sectors that are within 1 mile radius of the
venues for both events.
Summary: Pre-connection failures (especially those per-
taining radio link addition and indicating too many serving
cell users) peak by a factor of 700 (for event A) and 5000 (for
event B) relative to their average on the routine days. These
failures increase by 2-3 orders of magnitude in cell sectors
very close to the venues before and during the events, but
only increase in cell sectors further away after the venues.

3.2 Post-connection Network Performance
As discussed in Section 2, during the RAB setup phase,

the RNC verifies that the needed radio resource for the re-
quest actually exists before it assigns a RAB. In other words,

Table 1: Description of voice call error codes
Index Category Description

1 Unspecified All cases which do not map
to the ones described below

2 Radio Connection Radio Link Control (RLC)
Supervision unrecoverable

3 Radio Connection Maximum number of
Supervision RLC retransmissions

4 Radio Connection Expiry of timer
Supervision

5 Radio Connection Radio link failure indication
Supervision

6 Operations & Cell lock indication
Management

7 Soft Handover No active set addition update
8 Soft Handover No active set deletion update
9 Soft Handover No active set replacement update
10 Soft Handover Cell not in the neighbor set
11 Soft Handover High speed-downlink shared

channel cell change failure
12 Inter-Frequency Inter-frequency handover failure

Handover
13 Channel Switching Transition to DCH

state not completed

if a device has successfully acquired a RAB for communica-
tion, its performance should theoretically remain acceptable
per operator’s configuration even if the overall network de-
mand level exceeds network capacity. This is because ex-
cessive demand requests will get blocked off by the RNC
from acquiring any RAB. However, network conditions can
quickly change even for UEs that have already acquired a
RAB because of factors such as interference, mobility, etc.
Such dynamic network conditions can force UEs to request
a change in current RAB status, initiating a series of RRC
failures which could in turn result in degraded voice and
data performance. Below, we separately discuss voice and
data performance.

3.2.1 Voice Performance
To quantify voice performance, we study voice call drop

and block rates for both events in Figure 5. Similar to our
observations about pre-connection network performance, the
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Figure 6: (Normalized) Data performance measurements

number of voice call drops and blocks increase substantially
on the event days as compared to the routine days for both
events. Specifically, we observe peak increases of more than
30x and 7x relative to their average on the routine days for
events A and B, respectively. It is noteworthy that voice call
drop and block rates peak just before the start of the events,
during the intermissions, and at the end of the events. This
observation is consistent with our expectation that users are
less likely to make voice calls during event activities and
more likely to make voice calls either before the start of
events, after the end of events, or during intermissions be-
tween event activities. To further investigate the root causes
of voice call blocks and drops, we also plot the histogram of
their error codes in Figure 5. The error code descriptions
in Table 1 indicate that the two most common categories
of error codes for both events are related to radio connec-
tion supervision and soft handovers, which in turn point to
interference and mobility as the root cause.

3.2.2 Data Performance
To quantify data performance, we study two key end-to-

end TCP performance metrics: packet loss ratio and RTT
for both events.1 Packet loss ratio quantifies network re-
liability. We only have packet loss ratio measurements for
TCP flows, which constitute approximately 95% of all flows
in our data set. RTT quantifies network delay and is de-
fined as the duration of time taken by a packet to reach
the server from the UE plus the duration of time taken by
a packet to reach the UE from the server. It is important
to note that RTT measurements are biased by differences
in the paths between different UEs and the external servers
they communicate with. Similar to packet loss ratio mea-
surements, we only have RTT measurements for TCP flows.

1Because end-to-end TCP performance also involves addi-
tional parameters such as back-haul bandwidth and even
remote server load, we leave a more detailed investigation of
TCP performance to future work.

RTT measurements for TCP flows are estimated by SYN,
SYN-ACK, and ACK packets in the TCP handshake. In
a cellular network, RTT essentially consists of two compo-
nents: radio network RTT and Internet RTT. Radio network
RTT (R-RTT) is the time duration between the SYN-ACK
packet from server passing the Gn interface and the ACK
packet from the UE passing the Gn interface. Internet RTT
(I-RTT) is the time duration between the SYN packet from
the UE passing the Gn interface and the SYN-ACK packet
from the server passing the Gn interface. Thus, RTT =
R-RTT + I-RTT.

Figure 6 shows the timeseries plots of packet loss ratio, In-
ternet RTT, and radio network RTT for both events. Packet
loss ratio peaks at 2x and 7x relative to its average on the
routine days for events A and B, respectively. We observe
different trends for radio network RTT and Internet RTT
for both events. There is only a minor increase in radio net-
work RTT on the event days. Internet RTT increases dur-
ing the intermissions for both events; however, this increase
indicates congestion at remote servers caused by increased
event-driven traffic. Overall, data performance results in-
dicate that users experience data connection performance
issues to varying extents during the two events.
Summary: Post-connection performance degradation is ob-
served for both voice and data network during the events.
Specifically, voice call failures (dropped calls and call blocks)
increase by a factor of as much as 30 (for event A) and 7 (for
event B). Moreover, packet loss ratio increases by a factor of
2 (for event A) and 7 (for event B); while the RTT increases
by a factor of 3.5 (for event A) and 1.5 (for event B). While
these indicate a degradation in performance experienced by
users already connected to the network, this is substantially
smaller than the pre-connection failures discussed in Section
3.1. Overall, pre- and post-connection network performance
results highlight that limited radio resources are the major
bottleneck during crowded events.
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Figure 7: (Normalized) Network load measurements

4. UNDERSTANDING PERFORMANCE
ISSUES

Next, we characterize user network traffic to identify
patterns that correlate with the observed pre- and post-
connection performance degradation during the events. Us-
ing the insights obtained from this characterization, we aim
to identify network optimization opportunities that can po-
tentially improve end-user experience in crowded locations.
We characterize network traffic in terms of both aggregate
network load and user-level session characteristics.

4.1 Aggregate Network Load
We quantify aggregate network load in terms of the follow-

ing two metrics: throughput and user counters. Through-
put or bit-rate is sampled for all UEs at the RNC every
couple of seconds. Based on the direction of traffic, we can
split the throughput into uplink throughput (Tup) and down-
link throughput (Tdown). Figure 7 plots the timeseries of
uplink and downlink throughput on the event and routine
days for both events. For the routine days, both uplink and
downlink throughput peak around the noon time and de-
cline steadily afterwards, reaching the bottom during late
night and early morning. We observe a different trend for
uplink throughput on the event days. For instance, the peak
uplink throughput on the event day is more than 8x and 4x
the average throughput on the routine day for events A and
B, respectively. We also observe that the uplink throughput
peaks and event activities are approximately aligned. For
instance, uplink throughput sharply increases at the start
and end of the second segment for event A. Similar, though
less pronounced, patterns are also observable for event B. In
contrast to the uplink throughput, increases in the downlink
throughput timeseries are steadier for both events.

To further analyze traffic volume characteristics, we plot
the traffic flow count histograms for top content publishers in
Figure 8. We focus on flows rather than bytes to avoid bias
towards high volume applications, such as video streaming.
We observe that flow counts of social networking content
publishers more than double on the event day as compared
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Figure 8: Flow count histograms for top content
publishers in our data set

to the routine day for event A. Likewise, social networking
content accounts for most flows on the event day for event
B. Our further investigation (not shown here) revealed that
social networking content is at least 2x more upstream heavy
as compared to other content types, which explains the in-
crease in uplink throughput during both events.

We also analyze user counters for the event and routine
days for both events. Users are classified into the following
overlapping categories based on their RRC states: admis-
sion control (AC), radio access bearer (RAB), and dedicated
channel (DCH). AC category includes the users who have
completed the admission control procedure. RAB category
includes the users who have been assigned a RAB after ad-
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Figure 9: (Normalized) Session Count, Average Length, Average Inter-arrival Time
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Figure 10: (Normalized) Per-Session Downlink Bytes (Bdown), Uplink Bytes (Bup), Ratio (Bdown/(Bup)

mission control. Such users are typically in either FACH
or DCH state. Finally, DCH category only includes the
users who are in DCH state. Let U denote the number
of users, also let UAC , URAB , and UDCH denote the number
of users in the aforementioned categories. As a general rule,
UAC ≥ URAB ≥ UDCH . Figure 7 plots the timeseries of
number of users in AC, RAB, and DCH categories. These
timeseries show a trend similar to the throughput measure-
ments. All user counters have higher values on the events
days as compared to the respective routine days for both
events. Specifically, the number of users with admission con-
trol peaks at more than 3x during the events as compared
to its average on the routine days.
Summary: Both aggregate uplink and downlink through-
put increase during the event days; uplink throughput in-
creases by a factor of as much as 8 and 4 (for events A and

B respectively), while downlink throughput increases by a
factor of 3 (for both events). Moreover, there is a substan-
tial increase in the traffic volume of social networking con-
tent during the events, which is relatively more upstream
heavy. Likewise, number of users with admission control in-
crease by a factor of 3 for both event days. Overall, our ag-
gregate network load characterization shows that increased
user activity during the events, specifically in terms of uplink
throughput and user counters, is correlated with increased
pre-connection failures. To reduce the impact of increased
network load during crowded events, we will investigate the
effectiveness of opportunistic connection sharing in Section
5.2.

4.2 User-level Sessions
We now analyze characteristics of user-level traffic ses-

sions for both events. A session consists of consecutive time
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Figure 11: Experimental results for radio network parameter tuning

intervals with uplink or downlink byte transfer and its end
is marked by an inactivity timeout of τ seconds. The re-
sults presented in this section are computed for τ = 5 sec-
onds. Changing the value of τ does not qualitatively af-
fect the analysis results. Figure 9 shows the timeseries of
session count, average session length, and average session
inter-arrival time for both events. Session count follows a
similar trend to the earlier aggregate network load metrics –
at peak, there is more than 3.5x increase relative to the av-
erage on the routine days for both events. Furthermore, we
observe an increase in average session length on the event
days as compared to the routine days, e.g., there is more
than 1.4x increase for event A. On the contrary, average ses-
sion inter-arrival time decreases sharply on the event days as
compared to the routine days – this indicates that users are
initiating sessions much more frequently during the events.
To further investigate the nature of changing session pat-
terns, we plot the timeseries of average downlink bytes per
session (Bdown), average uplink bytes per session (Bup), and
the average ratio of downlink bytes to uplink bytes per ses-
sion in Figure 10. We observe that average downlink bytes
per session sharply decreases up to 0.5x during the event
days; whereas, average uplink bytes per session exhibits a
mixed trend. The ratio (Bdown/Bup) also sharply decreases
during the events, which is due to the increased traffic vol-
ume of upstream-heavy social networking content.
Summary: User sessions are on average longer during both
events (by a factor of as much as 1.4) – as well as more
numerous and more frequently initiated. However, users ex-
change only as much as half the bytes per session on av-
erage. This change in workload is due to a change in the
application usage during these events, such as greater pro-
portion of social networking flows observed earlier. These
trends point to potential waste of radio resources by UEs,
which can be mitigated by tuning radio network parame-
ters. Towards this end, we will investigate the effectiveness
of varying RRC timeouts in Section 5.1.

5. EVALUATING MITIGATION SCHEMES
In this section, we evaluate two proposals to mitigate

cellular network performance degradation during crowded
events.

5.1 Radio Network Parameter Tuning
We first investigate whether tuning radio network param-

eters can result in more efficient radio resource usage during
crowded events. As mentioned in Section 2, UEs acquire
and release radio resources by transitioning to different RRC
states. A UE is promoted to a higher energy state depending
on buffer occupancy and it is demoted to a lower energy state
depending on timeouts. Here, we study how RRC timeouts
can be tuned for more efficient radio resource utilization,
without explicit feedback from individual UEs. Recall from
Figures 9 and 10 that average bytes per session decreases
during the events, despite the increase in average session
length. This observation highlights potential waste of radio
resources and UE energy consumption in crowded locations.
Therefore, a natural suggestion would be to reduce RRC
timeouts to mitigate the radio resource wastage. However,
reducing RRC timeouts can result in more frequent state
promotions, which can introduce state promotion delays re-
sulting in degraded user experience [14, 20]. Hence, there is
a tradeoff between performance and resource efficiency.

5.1.1 Simulation Setup
We conduct trace-driven simulations to quantitatively

study the tradeoffs involved in changing RRC timeouts. We
simulate the RRC state machine of every user using the RNC
logs while focusing on the DCH state, which has the highest
allocated radio resources and energy consumption among all
RRC states. Specifically, we study DCH→FACH RRC time-
out parameter, which is denoted by α hereafter. As men-
tioned earlier, changing RRC timeouts introduces tradeoffs
among radio resource wastage, user experience, and UE en-
ergy consumption. We use the following three performance
metrics to quantify these factors. (1) The DCH state idle oc-
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cupation time, denoted by TDCH-IDLE, quantifies the radio
resources wasted by UEs in DCH state. (2) The promo-
tion delay quantifies the additional delay caused when UEs
transition to DCH state from FACH state. (3) The power
consumption quantifies the total energy consumed by UEs
during DCH state occupation and in FACH to DCH transi-
tions. We use the following simulation parameters in our ex-
periments (inferred by Qian et al. in [20]): (1) FACH→DCH
promotion radio power = 700mW, (2) DCH state power
= 800mW, (3) FACH→DCH promotion delay = 2 sec, and
(4) RLC buffer threshold = 500 bytes.

5.1.2 Results and Discussions
Similar to the evaluation of opportunistic connection shar-

ing, we evaluate radio network parameter tuning for a subset
of cell sectors that are within 1 mile radius of the venues. We
conduct trace-driven simulations of individual users’ RRC
state machines on this subset for both event and routine
days. Figure 11 shows the timeseries plots of the aforemen-
tioned three performance metrics for varying α values. We
observe that the DCH state idle occupation time and UE en-
ergy consumption increase for larger α values. On the other
hand, promotion delay decreases for larger α values. These
observations indicate that decreasing the RRC timeout val-
ues reduces the waste of scarce DCH channels and UE energy
consumption. However, this benefit is achieved at the cost
of increased promotion delay that may degrade user experi-
ence, especially for applications that are not delay-tolerant.

To systematically study the tradeoffs between these per-
formance metrics on the event days and compare them to
routine days, we plot them as a function of α. Figure 12
plots the max-normalized average of the performance met-
rics as a function of α for the event and routine days. In
theory, we want to select a value of α which simultaneously
minimizes the values of all performance metrics. In this case,
the crossover points (highlighted by black circles in Figure
12) and their corresponding α values represent suitable per-
formance tradeoff. We find that these crossover points shift
to smaller α values – by 1-2 seconds – on the event days
as compared to the routine days. In practice, however, α is
typically set to achieve a target delay or resource overhead.
In this case, as observable from Figure 12, we can tune α
to smaller values to achieve the same targets and achieve
strictly better performance during crowded events.

5.2 Opportunistic Connection Sharing
We now evaluate a simple opportunistic connection shar-

ing scheme to reduce the network load at individual cell
sectors for eradicating RRC failures observed in Section 3.1.
The basic idea is that users can share their connection to
NodeBs with other users to reduce the overall network load
in terms of occupied radio channels. In this scheme, a se-
lected set of UEs act as Wi-Fi hotspots for other UEs in
their vicinity. Therefore, other UEs, instead of wastefully
establishing separate connections, can connect to NodeBs
via the UEs acting as Wi-Fi hotspots. Using this approach,
we aim to reduce the number of UEs that are directly con-
nected to NodeBs to free up channels, although the overall
throughput carried by the network remains the same.

5.2.1 Simulation Setup
To evaluate the potential benefit of the opportunistic con-

nection sharing scheme, we conduct cell sector level trace-
driven simulations. With respect to the mobility of the users,
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Figure 12: Tradeoff between performance metrics
for varying RRC timeout (α) values. Y-axis is max-
normalized for each metric. α values corresponding
to black circles achieve better performance tradeoff.

we assume that the users are static within 1 minute time
bins. This is a reasonable assumption for crowded events
in stadiums, auditoriums, and conference rooms. We do not
have fine-grained location information of users in our data
set; therefore, we have to simulate the locations of users.
In this paper, we aim to generate the locations of users in
a grid-like scenario – similar to how people are typically
seated in stadiums and conferences. Towards this end, we
use Complete Spatial Randomness (CSR) point generation
model with hard-core inhibition [9]. CSR with hard-core in-
hibition does not allow neighbors within a pre-defined radius
around the randomly generated points, resulting in a grid-
like setting. The points in the realizations denote the loca-
tions of users in our simulations. In our simulations, Wi-Fi
hotspots are selected randomly because we do not have ac-
cess to other relevant information, such as battery life and
signal strength, that may be used to optimize this selection.
Once a UE connects to a Wi-Fi hotspot, it is disconnected
after 1 minute of inactivity. The locations of inactive users
are updated using the above CSR model. In our simulations,
the cell sectors are set to have 2, 250, 000 ft2 coverage area,
the inhibition radius is set to 2 ft, the Wi-Fi range of users is
simulated as N ∼ (200 ft, 20 ft), and the upper limit on the
number of simultaneous connections for each Wi-Fi hotspot
is set to 5. The cell sector coverage area is in typical range
for crowded urban locations, the inhibition radius is set to
be reasonably large, and the Wi-Fi range and the maximum
number of simultaneous connections are conservatively set.
We assess the benefit of the connection sharing scheme in
terms of the following metrics: the number of users in DCH
state (UDCH) and the number of RRC failures.

5.2.2 Results and Discussions
Since we are primarily interested in deploying this scheme

in congested locations, we focus our evaluations on a subset
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Figure 13: Experimental results for opportunistic
connection sharing

of cell sectors in our data set that are within 1 mile radius of
the venues. We evaluate the opportunistic connection shar-
ing scheme using trace-driven simulations on this subset on
the event days. The results plotted in Figure 13 are the aver-
age of 1000 independent simulation runs. We plot the time-
series of the number of occupied DCH channels (UDCH) for
varying number of Wi-Fi hotspots per cell sector (denoted
by N). As expected, we observe that UDCH values become
smaller for larger values of N , freeing up DCH channels that
are now available for UEs unable to transition to the DCH
state due to RRC failures. We also plot the number of RRC
failures for varying values of N in Figure 13. Again, as ex-
pected, we observe that RRC failures decrease for increas-
ing values of N . Consequently, based on instantaneous load
conditions, the cellular network can dynamically vary the
required number of users acting as Wi-Fi hotspots to min-
imize RRC failures. We note that this connection sharing
scheme successfully eradicates more than 95% RRC failures
for both events when N = 10. This substantial reduction
in the number of RRC failures in congested cell sectors will
likely result in improved performance for users.

5.2.3 Practical Issues
Below, we discuss some practical issues of opportunistic

connection sharing.
• Wi-Fi Hotspot Selection: The selection of Wi-Fi hotspots
can be mediated by the cellular network based on a vari-
ety of factors, such as battery life and signal strength. UEs
acting as Wi-Fi hotspots may experience high energy drain
and may run out of battery power. To address this issue,
the role of Wi-Fi hotspot can be periodically rotated among
the user pool by the cellular network. The cellular network
should prefer UEs with better signal strength because UEs
consume significantly more energy and suffer reduced effec-
tive bit rate when the signal strength is poor [22]. On the
other hand, the UEs that are unable to get RAB assignments
can discover Wi-Fi hotspots in their range using the stan-
dard Wi-Fi discovery methods. In case of multiple options,
UEs should prefer hotspots with better signal strength.
• Initial Connection Delay : After a device connects to a Wi-
Fi hotspot, similar to RRC protocol, it disconnects after a
pre-defined inactivity timer expires. However, the value of
this timer should be set much higher than the correspond-

ing RRC timers so that the device does not have to incur
initial delay, which is up to several seconds, for every data
transfer. In our simulations, the inactivity timer was set to
be 1 minute.
• Out of Range: A device has to request RAB assignment
when it moves out of a hotspot’s Wi-Fi range. If it is unable
to get a RAB due to congestion then the RNC can dynami-
cally assign more Wi-Fi hotspots in the cell sector to provide
connectivity to more users.
• Radio Technologies: Opportunistic connection sharing is
only usable when a majority of devices in the cellular net-
work have built-in Wi-Fi capability. In our simulations, we
assume that all devices have Wi-Fi capability. In case Wi-
Fi is not available, other technologies such as Bluetooth
can also be used. Bluetooth has lower power consumption,
smaller radio range, and supports less data rate as compared
to Wi-Fi. Consequently, it can be used as a low power alter-
native for small transmissions such as tweets.
• Wi-Fi-Cellular Handovers: Working extensions to the Wi-
Fi standard already address the issue of smooth handovers
between Wi-Fi and cellular networks, including 3GPP Ac-
cess Network Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF),
Hotspot 2.0 initiative [18], and other techniques [2].
• Voice Traffic Offloading : In this opportunistic connection
sharing scheme, voice traffic can be tunneled via the Wi-Fi
connection using the well-known Voice over Wi-Fi solutions,
such as Wi-Fi certified Voice-Enterprise [6].
• Incentives: Cellular network operators may provide billing
based incentives to users for participating in this opportunis-
tic connection sharing scheme.

5.3 Limitations
Below, we briefly mention two limitations of our trace-

driven simulation evaluations. First, our simulation based
evaluations cannot account for changes in traffic workload
resulting from different network conditions due to our pro-
posed mitigation schemes. Second, they also cannot account
for low-level dependencies between performance metrics and
network load. For example, some types of RRC failures are
impacted by interference, which in turn is a function of net-
work load. Addressing these limitations requires experiments
on operational cellular networks, which are beyond the scope
of this work. However, despite these limitations, we believe
that the sheer magnitude of the improvements observed in
our simulations indicates that the mitigation schemes dis-
cussed in this paper would accrue some benefit in practice.

6. RELATED WORK
We divide related work into the following categories.

Cellular Performance Characterization: The areas of
cellular performance characterization have recently received
much attention by the research community. For example,
small-scale studies have characterized application perfor-
mance [12,26] and fairness [7]. Large-scale studies have char-
acterized throughput and airtime [19], smartphone traffic
[25], M2M device traffic [24], smartphone app traffic [23,27],
and heavy users [10]. In contrast to these studies, we believe
that we are the first to analyze cellular performance changes
specifically during crowded events.
Radio Network Parameter Tuning: Prior work on radio
network parameter tuning study the impact of RRC timers
on network performance and smartphone energy consump-
tion. Most prior work is based on user-end measurements
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performed using a few cellular devices. For instance, Liu et
al. characterized performance in a 1xEV-DO network us-
ing measurements obtained from two laptops equipped with
Sierra Wireless data cards [16]. Balasubramanian et al. pro-
posed a UE based approach, called TailEnder, to alter traffic
patterns based on the prior knowledge of RRC state ma-
chine [8]. Some studies are based on theoretical analysis
and simulation. For instance, Liers et al. proposed a scheme
to adaptively tune RRC timeout parameters based on the
demand and load situation, and validated it using simula-
tions [15]. Yeh et al. proposed a scheme to tune RRC timeout
parameters using analytical models based on available radio
resources, energy consumption, quality of service, and pro-
cessing overheads of the radio access network [28]. Qian et
al. conducted trace-driven RRC state machine simulations
using network-end measurements to investigate the optimal-
ity of RRC timeout parameters [20]. Furthermore, they pro-
posed an application-aware tail optimization protocol to si-
multaneously optimize radio and energy resources [21]. Simi-
lar to the prior work by Qian et al. [20,21], our analysis of ra-
dio network parameter tuning is based on trace-driven RRC
state machine simulations. However, we focus on network-
end tuning of RRC timeouts without any cooperation from
UEs.
Opportunistic Connection Sharing: We build on exist-
ing work on opportunistic traffic offloading [11, 17]. Luo et
al. proposed a unified architecture, where mobile clients use
both 3G cellular link and Wi-Fi based peer-to-peer links
for routing packets via peer-to-peer links to the appropriate
destinations [17]. Han et al. proposed content-specific op-
portunistic communication scheme to offload cellular traffic
via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth [11]. However, neither of these pro-
posals were evaluated using real-world traces, and both ap-
proaches require architectural changes to network protocols
and hardware. Our work complements these proposals by
showing that their simplest and most practical instantiation
— a simple one-hop connection sharing scheme that does
not require architectural changes — can be very effective in
real-life crowded events. To the best of our knowledge, this
paper is the first to evaluate practical connection sharing
techniques on real-world traces.

7. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the first performance characterization

of an operational cellular network during crowded events.
We make three key contributions in this study based on the
real-world voice and data traces that we collected from a
tier-1 cellular network in the United States during two high-
profile crowded events in 2012. First, we measured how cellu-
lar network performance degrades during crowded events as
compared to routine days. Second, we analyzed what causes
the observed performance degradation. Third, we evaluated
how practical mitigation schemes for the observed perfor-
mance degradation would perform in real-life crowded events
using trace-driven simulations. Our findings from this study
are crucial for cellular design, management, and optimiza-
tion during crowded events.
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